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From 1963 to 1975, the United States invested billions of dollars to establish an 

anticommunist, independent, and modern nation in South Vietnam. In order to achieve its 

nation-building goals, the U.S. government facilitated the importation of material goods 

into South Vietnam to support both American soldiers and civilians and Vietnamese 

citizens. While the U.S. military allowed soldiers to indulge their desires for food, 

alcohol, luxury goods, and services, U.S. officials expected South Vietnamese to follow 

the path of industrial self-sufficiency to economic prosperity. American leaders wanted 

them to produce goods for themselves, not develop the consumption habits of First World 

citizens. However, consumer and luxury goods unintended for Vietnamese consumption 

nevertheless entered the local black market through two main avenues—the PX program 

and the Commercial Import Program (CIP). The circulation of illegal goods within South 

Vietnam’s underground economy produced serious consequences for America’s 

overarching nation-building objectives. 



 v 

This essay examines the combination of economic, political, and cultural forces 

shaping South Vietnamese urban society after 1963, arguably the most important years of 

South Vietnam’s existence. It focuses on two major research questions: how did the 

translocation of American consumerism alter South Vietnam’s culture and society, and 

how did changes in South Vietnamese culture and society, in turn, affect the goals of 

American nation-building? It argues that U.S. consumerism created a service economy 

that brought social disruptions to urban South Vietnam. Moreover, the consumerism that 

dominated U.S. military bases in South Vietnam influenced the development of a 

consumer society there, ultimately hampering America’s goal of creating a stable and 

independent nation. South Vietnamese embraced some aspects of consumerism counter 

to the stipulation of Americans themselves; in doing so, they unintentionally resisted 

America’s purported political and economic priorities through appropriating the wartime 

diffusion of consumer culture for their own material wishes. Uncovering the war’s impact 

on the Vietnamese, this essay analyzes South Vietnamese economy and culture to 

provide a new explanation for why and how U.S. nation-building continued to deteriorate 

in South Vietnam. 
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Introduction 

 
 

Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge lost his temper when he saw luxury goods from 

the American military Post Exchange (PX) lining the shelves at the “PX Alley” black 

market in Saigon in the autumn of 1966. Champagne, scotch, bourbon, transistor radios, 

and expensive cameras, brought in to boost American GIs’ morale, were instead bought 

and sold amongst Vietnamese in an open-air market stretching several blocks in the heart 

of Saigon. The ambassador immediately phoned Navy officials, who called the 

Vietnamese Economic Ministry to summon the police to confiscate the contraband. After 

paying their fines—about the cost of the entire value of goods—and arranging for payoffs 

to the local police to get the goods back into circulation, the black marketeers returned to 

business the next day, selling the same goods at even higher prices.1 

Despite half-hearted efforts by South Vietnamese officials to clear illegal 

merchandise out of Saigon and the rest of South Vietnam, the influx of unlicensed goods 

into the South Vietnamese economy continued throughout the period of American 

intervention. The U.S. commitment to defend the Saigon regime against the National 

Liberation Front (NLF) and North Vietnam resulted in the importation of goods into 

South Vietnam to support both American soldiers and civilians and Vietnamese citizens. 

While the American military allowed soldiers to indulge their desires for food, alcohol, 

luxury goods, and services, U.S. officials expected South Vietnamese to follow the path 

                                                 
1 “PX Alley: A Stubborn Black-Market Problem for U.S. Officials in Vietnam,” New York Times, 
November 16, 1966. 
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of industrial self-sufficiency to economic prosperity. American leaders wanted them to 

produce goods for themselves, not develop the consumption habits of First World 

citizens. Yet consumer and luxury goods unintended for Vietnamese consumption 

nevertheless entered the black market through two main avenues—the PX program and 

the Commercial Import Program (CIP). Both not only served important functions for 

American policy in South Vietnam but also encouraged the circulation of goods within 

the local shadow economy. 

Excess goods from the PX program penetrated the Vietnamese black market 

through commercial exchanges between American GIs and Vietnamese. The PX program 

supplied consumer and luxury goods—including food, clothing, medicine, and 

electronics—for more than half a million American soldiers and civilians on battlefields 

and military bases. Although many GIs came from working-class backgrounds, they also 

had the discretionary income, provided by the U.S. military, to purchase material goods 

beyond their basic needs.2 Indeed, the American military then was the best supplied of 

any army in history, both in terms of war materiel and personal comforts, reflecting the 

immense wealth of the United States. Enterprising GIs often took advantage of high 

Vietnamese demand for PX consumer and luxury goods by selling surplus PX items for 

profit. The willingness of Americans soldiers to supply PX goods to Vietnamese made 

the black market a ubiquitous and enduring wartime institution in Vietnam. 

                                                 
2 Meredith Lair, Armed with Abundance: Consumerism and Soldiering in the Vietnam War (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 176. 
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While PX goods infiltrated the Vietnamese shadow economy through mutual 

exchanges between American soldiers and Vietnamese black marketeers, CIP financed 

goods entered the black market as a result of American officials’ lack of program 

supervision. The CIP funneled American dollars into the South Vietnamese economy and 

served as a tool to combat wartime inflation. From 1963 to 1973, the American 

government, through the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 

spent over $2 billion for the CIP in South Vietnam.3 U.S. officials hoped that South 

Vietnamese businessmen would use the funds to import industrial items conducive to 

building an economic infrastructure there that would thrive after the Americans left.4 

Although importers certainly purchased some machinery and other materials for 

construction projects, much of their money was spent on consumer goods instead. Since 

the United States respected the sovereignty of the South Vietnamese government and 

USAID understaffed the CIP program, the American government did not maintain strict 

oversight of how South Vietnamese importers spent CIP funds nor kept track of the kinds 

of goods purchased.5 However, American news media frequently reported that CIP-

financed items were often stolen from cargo ships by Vietnamese and sold in the black 

market.  

                                                 
3 William Allison, “War for Sale: The Black Market, Currency Manipulation and Corruption in the 
American War in Vietnam,” War & Society 21, no. 2 (October 2003): 140. 
4 The Commercial Import Program in Vietnam, CIP folder, Box 3, National Security File: Komer-Leonhart 
File, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library (hereafter cited as NSF KL, LBJL). 
5 The U.S. government did not keep records of the names of Vietnamese businessmen who received CIP 
funding and how they spent the money, but the South Vietnamese government may have had them. Future 
research is needed to determine the status of such records, if they existed. 
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The South Vietnamese black market thus operated with supplies from the PX and 

the CIP and demand from Vietnamese, whose material tastes evolved as a result of the 

flood of goods from all over the world. The omnipresence of consumer and luxury items 

on military bases introduced many new goods and technologies to Vietnamese. 

Televisions, radios, and motorbikes became highly sought after as Vietnamese came to 

believe that these possessions would increase the quality of their lives. Through 

purchases at black markets and payments in exchange for their services, urban 

Vietnamese enjoyed consumer goods— ranging from small commodities like chewing 

gum and hairspray to big-ticket items like air conditioners and television sets—on an 

unprecedented scale.6 Moreover, Vietnamese interest in owning such items gave black 

marketeers strong incentives to stay in business, given the low risk of punishment they 

faced from South Vietnamese officials, who coveted the luxury goods themselves. The 

high profits that black marketeers could make from those willing and able to pay 

exorbitantly for a piece of American luxury outweighed the minimal likelihood of being 

thrown into jail.  

As Vietnamese began to acquire the consumerist desires of American GIs, ample 

opportunities to earn lucrative wages working for Americans, thus facilitating the 

purchase of goods, fundamentally altered the social and economic landscape of South 

Vietnam. The massive influx of consumer and luxury goods for GIs accompanied an 

equally vast array of services that transformed urban South Vietnam into a service 

                                                 
6 At this point, further research is needed to determine the extent to which Vietnamese participated in the 
black market.  
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economy. Soldiers’ desires for a range of service institutions, from barbershops and ice 

cream parlors to taxis and prostitution, brought Vietnamese and Americans into daily 

interactions, as Vietnamese provided the labor for many of their amenities. South 

Vietnam’s non-military work force, including many young women who migrated from 

the countryside to cities during the war, primarily tended to the varied needs of 

Americans. This rapid urbanization, made possible by the growth of service-oriented 

jobs, engendered a significant transformation in Vietnamese social structure. 

Traditionally respected occupations like medicine, law, and engineering failed to keep up 

with the material purchasing power of jobs that served Americans.7 After all, gratifying 

Americans enabled Vietnamese to emulate American consumption patterns and acquire 

the goods that distinguished their social status. The presence of consumer articles as well 

as the close relations between American GIs and Vietnamese made South Vietnamese 

more eager for consumer commodities, a transformation over which U.S. policymakers 

had little control. 

While individual Vietnamese indulged in material consumption through black 

markets, South Vietnam as a country became economically dependent on American aid 

and imports, a factor contributing to the ultimate failure of U.S. nation-building priorities. 

The prevalence of black markets in Saigon reveals that the realities of nation-building fell 

short of the goals imagined by high-level diplomats. Since 1954, the United States had 

attempted to build an anticommunist, independent, and modern nation in South Vietnam. 

                                                 
7 Neil L. Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1995), 294. 
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Investing billions of dollars in the South Vietnamese economy, the U.S. government 

sought to prevent the country from falling into the communist orbit. U.S. policymakers 

believed that an infusion of capital would enable South Vietnam to develop a self-reliant, 

productive, industrial economy. However, they grew concerned when the massive 

increase in economic activity mostly promoted greater consumption of imported 

consumer and luxury goods. In fact, U.S. officials did not fully anticipate the profound 

consequences of shipping a profusion of consumer goods to Vietnam. Furthermore, they 

underestimated the disastrous effects that inundating South Vietnam with economic aid 

would have on their own overarching nation-building objectives. During American 

involvement in Vietnam, South Vietnam never developed the ability to produce much of 

its own goods or stabilize its economy. By the time the United States severely cut aid to 

South Vietnam in 1974, the country could not stand on its own economically. It was no 

wonder, then, that officials like Lodge became incensed at the sight of American 

extravagance for sale to local Vietnamese. 

This essay focuses on two major research questions: how did the translocation of 

American consumerism alter South Vietnam’s culture and society, and how did those 

changes in South Vietnamese culture and society, in turn, affect the goals of American 

nation-building? It argues that U.S. consumerism created a service economy that brought 

social disruptions to urban South Vietnam. Moreover, the consumerism that dominated 

U.S. military bases in South Vietnam exerted influence on the development of a 

consumer society there, ultimately hampering America’s goal of creating a stable and 

independent nation. South Vietnamese embraced some aspects of consumerism counter 
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to the stipulation of Americans themselves; in doing so, they unintentionally resisted 

America’s professed political and economic priorities through appropriating the wartime 

diffusion of consumer culture for their own material wishes.  

This essay examines the combination of economic, political, and cultural forces 

shaping South Vietnamese society after 1963, arguably the most important years of South 

Vietnam’s existence. Since American consumerism and economic aid affected 

Vietnamese life most in cities near where soldiers were stationed, this essay focuses on 

changes to South Vietnamese urban, rather than rural, culture and society and centers on 

Saigon in particular. Chapter 1 presents an overview of what and how consumer and 

luxury goods entered South Vietnam. It provides a background of the two American 

programs that facilitated the flow of goods to the country: the PX program and the CIP. 

Chapter 2 investigates the movement of goods from American to Vietnamese hands 

through interactions between American GIs and locals, especially at black markets. Both 

this chapter and the next examine why the PX program and the CIP, as well as the 

prevalence of black markets, had unforeseen consequences that troubled both U.S. 

policymakers and some segments of the South Vietnamese population. Chapter 3 

discusses the social effects of South Vietnam’s consumer culture, particularly changes to 

South Vietnamese material desires and the transformation of social hierarchy and 

structure. The conclusion addresses the lasting legacies of South Vietnam’s wartime 

consumerism and revisits how changes in South Vietnamese society and culture 

inadvertently impaired America’s purported nation-building objectives.  
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HISTORIOGRAPHY 

 
 This paper fills an important gap in the historiography of the Vietnam War that 

limits our understanding of the conflict. Although historians have written about the war 

ever since it began, they told the story almost exclusively from the American perspective 

until two decades ago. Since then, scholars have mined non-American archives to explore 

the origins and consequences of the conflict and, recently, South Vietnamese politics up 

to Ngô Đình Diệm’s demise. However, an understanding of South Vietnamese history 

after that watershed moment has mostly eluded scholars. The history of South Vietnam 

after 1963 is still one of the least understood periods in the literature of the war. In fact, 

no full-length study exists on the Republic of Vietnam after Diệm.8 

Scholars of the Vietnam War in the 1970s and 1980s overwhelmingly interpreted 

the conflict as a chapter of American history, searching within American sources for 

answers to questions about the origins and outcomes of the war. Among American 

scholars of the war, many of whom experienced the conflict first-hand, two divergent 

strands of interpretation dominate the field. “Orthodox” perspectives of the Vietnam War 

assert that U.S. officials misinterpreted the nature of the conflict in Vietnam and that 

American defeat proved inevitable.9 Conversely, “revisionist” views of the war posit that 

                                                 
8 For a full discussion of the evolving field of Vietnam War Studies, see Edward Miller and Tuong Vu, 
“The Vietnam War as a Vietnamese War: Agency and Society in the Study of the Second Indochina War,” 
Journal of Vietnamese Studies 4, no. 3 (Fall 2009): 1–16. 
9 Major “orthodox” studies of the Vietnam War include: George C. Herring, America’s Longest War: The 
United States and Vietnam, 1950-1975, 4th ed. (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2002); Gary R. Hess, Vietnam and 
the United States: Origins and Legacy of War (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1998); George McTurnan 
Kahin, Intervention: How America Became Involved in Vietnam (New York: Knopf, 1986). Journalists 
have also authored "orthodox" works, such as: David Halberstam, The Best and the Brightest (New York: 
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the United States would have won the Vietnam War if various American leaders’ actions, 

in part driven by domestic concerns, had not hindered progress.10 Both lines of 

interpretation have largely engaged American-centric debates on whether the United 

States could or should have fought the war and whether the conflict could have been won. 

Since the 1990s, however, scholars have increasingly internationalized and 

“Vietnamized” the field of Vietnam War Studies. Destabilizing the traditional focus on 

American policymaking, historians have used multi-archival research to determine the 

ways in which foreign countries, including Britain, France, the Soviet Union, and China, 

contributed to the causes and consequences of the war. Meanwhile, other scholars have 

“Vietnamized” the study of the conflict by employing recently available archival sources 

from Hanoi to explore North Vietnamese motives in the struggle. Additionally, historians 

have reassessed the partnership between the United States and South Vietnam by 

scrutinizing the politics of Ngô Đình Diệm’s government in Saigon until his assassination 

in 1963.  

 Within the last decade, a set of historical studies, primarily dissertations and 

journal articles, on nation-building in South Vietnam have debated the political 

legitimacy of Diệm.11 While adherents of the “orthodox” interpretation of the war view 

                                                                                                                                                 
Random House, 1972); Stanley Karnow, Vietnam: A History (New York: Viking, 1991); Neil Sheehan, A 
Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in Vietnam (New York: Random House, 1988). 
10 Two of the most well-known “revisionist” histories of the conflict include: Mark Moyar, Triumph 
Forsaken: The Vietnam War, 1954-1965 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Lewis Sorley, A 
Better War: The Unexamined Victories and Final Tragedy of America’s Last Years in Vietnam (New York: 
Harcourt Brace & Co., 1999). 
11 Philip Catton’s book, Diem’s Final Failure, explicates Diệm’s nation-building and reform efforts, 
particularly the Strategic Hamlet Program, while Edward Miller’s dissertation demonstrates that Diệm had 
distinct ideas about nation-building that often clashed with American priorities. Geoffrey Stewart’s 
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Diệm as a corrupt dictator, “revisionists” tend to argue that he embodied “wise and 

effective” leadership.12 Yet, regardless of where scholars reside in the decades-old feud 

between the two camps, this new wave of scholarship on nation-building has informed 

our understanding of the motives and logic behind the decisions of American 

policymakers and Diệm.  

Despite this recent surge of scholarly interest in nation-building in South 

Vietnam, however, no existing work addresses the role of Vietnamese actors in 

influencing U.S. policy or building their country after 1963.13 Moreover, this trend of 

scholarship has largely overlooked the economic and cultural factors that determined the 

nation’s fate.14 Exploring the uncharted territory of South Vietnamese history after 1963, 

                                                                                                                                                 
dissertation similarly presents Diệm as an independent actor promoting his own nation-building plans. 
Jessica Chapman’s forthcoming monograph, From Disorder to Dictatorship: Ngo Dinh Diem’s 
Construction of South Vietnam, based on her dissertation, investigates Diệm’s failed efforts to consolidate 
his power and deliver democracy to his country from 1953 to 1956. Jessica Elkind’s dissertation examines 
the role of non-state actors in attempting to implement nation-building policies. See, respectively: Philip 
Catton, Diem’s Final Failure: Prelude to America’s War in Vietnam (Lawrence: University Press of 
Kansas, 2002); Edward Miller, “"Grand Designs: Vision, Power, and Nation Building in America’s 
Alliance with Ngô Đình Diệm, 1954-1960” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2004); Geoffrey Stewart, 
“Revolution, Modernization, and Nation-Building in Diệm’s Vietnam: Civic Action, 1955-1963” (PhD 
diss., The University of Western Ontario, 2009); Jessica Chapman, “Debating the Will of Heaven  : South 
Vietnamese Politics and Nationalism in International Perspective, 1953-19576” (PhD diss., University of 
California, 2006); Jessica Breiteneicher Elkind, “The First Casualties  : American Nation Building Programs 
in South Vietnam, 1955-1965” (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 2005). 
12 Moyar, Triumph Forsaken, xiv. 
13 Most recently, in Inventing Vietnam: The United States and State Building, 1954-1968, James Carter 
probes the records of the U.S. corporate consortium—Raymond International and Morrison-Knudsen, and 
Brown and Root and J.A. Jones (RMK-BRJ)—to detail the various construction projects below the 
seventeenth parallel. Portraying South Vietnam as a “failed American invention” and referring to South 
Vietnam as “southern Vietnam” throughout his book, Carter prioritizes American initiative and relegates 
Vietnamese agency to the background. James M. Carter, Inventing Vietnam: The United States and State 
Building, 1954-1968 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 13. 
14 The major exception to this trend is Matthew Masur’s research, which examines how Diệm and U.S. 
policymakers enacted conflicting nation-building strategies based on Vietnamese national identity and 
American capitalism and democracy, respectively. See Matthew Masur, “Exhibiting Signs of Resistance: 
South Vietnam’s Struggle for Legitimacy, 1954-1960,” Diplomatic History 33.2 (April 2009) and Matthew 
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my project both revisits the older debate about why Americans failed to build a nation in 

South Vietnam and asks new questions, such as how American presence affected South 

Vietnamese society and culture, and how those changes, in turn, shaped relations between 

the United States and South Vietnam. By investigating South Vietnamese culture and 

society after 1963 through the lens of consumerism, I aim to revise the ways in which 

historians view the power dynamics between Washington and Saigon. My project 

illustrates how American consumerism affected South Vietnam and how this social 

change complicated the United States’ purported goal of developing South Vietnam into 

an independent, productive, and industrial nation. Uncovering the war’s impact on the 

Vietnamese, this paper analyzes South Vietnamese economy and culture to provide a new 

explanation for why and how U.S. nation-building continued to deteriorate in South 

Vietnam.15   

METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES 

 
My project embraces the scholarly trend of integrating cultural sources in the field 

traditionally defined as U.S. diplomatic history. In the last fifteen years, historians of 

American foreign relations have incorporated cultural factors, such as race, gender, and 

religion, into the analysis of American policies overseas. Within Vietnam War Studies, 

                                                                                                                                                 
Masur, “Hearts and Minds Cultural Nation Building in South Vietnam, 1954-1963” (PhD diss., The Ohio 
State University, 2004). 
15 Although historians, including James Carter, have argued that U.S. nation-building was doomed to fail 
from the mid-1950s for a variety of reasons, including the unrealistic expectations of modernization theory 
and the lack of a clear U.S. strategy to win the hearts of minds of Vietnamese, my paper offers a new 
factor—South Vietnam’s nascent consumerism—that explains the impending failure of America’s already 
flagging efforts to nation-build in South Vietnam.   
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scholars have welcomed this cultural turn in diplomatic history, producing books that 

both reassess old inquiries about the war and pose never-before-asked questions.16 These 

studies present a fuller picture of the ways in which cultural phenomena affected the 

origins, course, and consequences of U.S. diplomacy. 

As the field of diplomatic history has expanded internationally in scope, 

deemphasizing the role of the U.S. government in global relations and exploring 

processes and forces beyond conventional statecraft, scholars have also dissected the 

ways in which American culture molded societies around the world. Within the last two 

decades, cultural historians and scholars of U.S. international history have explicated the 

diffusion of American cultural practices abroad that accompanied U.S. foreign policies, 

particularly after World War II.17 Their works depict the extensive influence that 

American culture had on global societies.  

                                                 
16 For example, Mark Bradley’s Imagining Vietnam and America: The Making of Postcolonial Vietnam, 
1919-1950, for example, situates the origins of the Cold War in Vietnam within perceptions—informed by 
global discourse on colonialism, race, and modernism—that Americans and Vietnamese held of each other. 
Robert Dean’s Imperial Brotherhood: Gender and the Making of Foreign Cold War Policy argues that elite 
constructions of masculinity and power shaped the course of the Vietnam War and the Cold War. Most 
recently, Heather Stur’s Beyond Combat: Women and Gender in the Vietnam War Era demonstrates that 
American policymakers and U.S. popular culture deployed gendered representations of Americans and 
Vietnamese—as “dragon ladies,” “gentle warriors,” “girls next door,” and “gunslingers”—to both argue for 
and against waging war. See: Mark Bradley, Imagining Vietnam and America: The Making of Postcolonial 
Vietnam, 1919-1950 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2000); Robert Dean, Imperial 
Brotherhood: Gender and the Making of Cold War Foreign Policy (Amherst: University of Massachusetts 
Press, 2003); Heather Stur, Beyond Combat: Women and Gender in the Vietnam War Era (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011). 
17 For example, in GIs and Germans, Petra Goedde argues that intimate and informal relations between 
American soldiers and Germans played a crucial part in transforming Germany from nemesis to ally of the 
United States. Reinhold Wagnleitner’s Coca-Colonization and the Cold War contends that U.S. cultural 
propaganda and the process of “Americanization” propelled Austrians to side with the United States during 
the Cold War. Focusing on the postwar U.S. occupation of Japan, Hiroshi Kitamura’s Screening 
Enlightenment posits that Hollywood studios succeeded in selling the American way of life to Japanese, 
who actively espoused American cultural globalization. Tracing the spread of American mass consumer 
culture in Europe, Victoria de Grazia’s Irresistible Empire asserts that American consumer-oriented 
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Springing from these methodological trends, my project brings American culture 

into conversation with the literature on U.S. nation-building in South Vietnam. It 

analyzes the failure of U.S. nation-building through the spread of American consumerism 

to Vietnam. This project builds on research undertaken by Meredith Lair in Armed with 

Abundance: Consumerism and Soldiering in the Vietnam War, which examines the 

exportation of American consumer culture to Southeast Asia through the mass 

conscription of American GIs to Vietnam. Overturning previous scholarly depictions of 

the Vietnam soldier’s experience as harrowing and dangerous, Lair argues that the U.S. 

military aspired to foster morale among its troops, most of whom did not serve as combat 

warriors, by enabling them to enjoy a wealth of leisure experiences and luxury goods 

away from the battlefield. Whereas Lair discusses GI consumerism in Vietnam as an 

extension of American consumer culture, my research delves into the repercussions of 

American consumerism on the political alliance between Washington and Saigon and on 

South Vietnamese society. My project also relies on two accounts that relate black 

markets and consumerism to American nation-building: historian William Allison’s War 

and Society article, “War for Sale: The Black Market, Currency Manipulation and 

Corruption in the American War in Vietnam,” and sociologist James William Gibson’s 

chapter, “Forced Draft: Urbanization and the Consumer Society Come to Vietnam,” in 

                                                                                                                                                 
capitalism obliterated European bourgeois civilization during the twentieth century. See, respectively: Petra 
Goedde, GIs and Germans: Culture, Gender, and Foreign Relations,1945-1949 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2003); Reinhold Wagnleitner, Coca-Colonization and the Cold War: The Cultural 
Mission of the United States in Austria After the Second World War (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1994); Hiroshi Kitamura, Screening Enlightenment: Hollywood and the Cultural 
Reconstruction of Defeated Japan (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2010); Victoria De Grazia, Irresistible 
Empire: America’s Advance Through Twentieth-Century Europe (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2006). 
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his book, The Perfect War: Technowar in Vietnam.18 While both works reassess the 

American-centric reasons for U.S. failures in Vietnam, my research incorporates 

Vietnamese voices to explain how the war affected South Vietnamese society in a way 

that also undermined American nation-building plans. 

Recasting consumerism, often analyzed within a national context, as an 

international historical process, this paper draws on diverse sources from the United 

States and Vietnam. These sources include archival documents from the Lyndon Baines 

Johnson (LBJ) Library; articles and editorials from American newspapers; interviews 

with Americans and Vietnamese through Texas Tech University’s Virtual Vietnam 

Archive; memoirs and personal histories from Vietnamese; and advertisements from the 

most-circulated Vietnamese-language newspaper in Saigon, Chính Luận. At the LBJ 

Library, documents on the CIP elucidate the origins and problems of the program. 

Moreover, they reveal politicians’ concerns about the program and the Vietnamese 

economy. While official diplomatic correspondence often omitted commentary on social 

and cultural practices in Saigon, newspaper articles provide unprecedented insight into 

the reality of nation-building on the ground in Vietnam, including details on Vietnamese 

black markets and the operations of the CIP. Editorials in U.S. newspapers, on the other 

hand, illustrate public opinion on America’s role in the development of a mass consumer 

society in South Vietnam. Additionally, interviews with American veterans explain how 

soldiers experienced the black market, while interviews with Vietnamese and Vietnamese 

                                                 
18 Allison, “War for Sale: The Black Market, Currency Manipulation and Corruption in the American War 
in Vietnam”; James William Gibson, The Perfect War: Technowar in Vietnam (Boston: Atlantic Monthly 
Press, 2000), 225–269. 
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memoirs demonstrate how locals reacted to and internalized consumerism first-hand. 

Finally, advertisements and classified postings in Chính Luận reveal the impact of 

American consumerism on everyday life in Vietnam, particularly the consumer and 

luxury goods available to Vietnamese. Piecing these sources together, this essay 

reconstructs the history of how American consumer culture—reified in the material 

desire of American and Vietnamese shoppers and the host of luxury and consumer goods 

available—altered culture and society in South Vietnam and how the Vietnamese, in turn, 

embraced this new consumerism and foiled U.S. plans for their country.  
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 Goods Bound for South Vietnam 

 

The prevailing consumerism on American military bases in South Vietnam 

reflected the high levels of consumption and the high standard of living that Americans 

experienced after World War II.19 After the Allied victory over the Axis, the United 

States emerged as a global superpower whose citizens enjoyed the material benefits of 

postwar prosperity. As wartime rationing programs ended, Americans set loose their 

previously repressed desires to consume by indulging in a variety of material goods such 

as cars and cigarettes and leisure experiences like rock concerts and vacations. Millions 

of working-class families climbed up the socioeconomic ladder using wartime savings 

and funds from the GI Bill to acquire the trappings of middle-class suburban life. 

Meanwhile, corporations revolutionized advertisement through television. Material 

desire, financial means, and aggressive marketing intertwined to create a consumer 

society that defined the 1950s and 1960s.20  

This expanding culture of consumerism pervaded American lives and affected the 

conduct of U.S. Cold War foreign policy as well, as officials wielded American affluence 

to argue for the superiority of capitalism over communism. The opening of the American 

National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959, for example, featured a series of exchanges 
                                                 
19 The literature on American consumerism is too vast to summarize succinctly. However, a few recent and 
outstanding recent works have illuminated our understanding of the characteristics of American postwar 
“consumerism” as well as its effects on U.S. culture and society. See Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumers’ 
Republic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar America (New York: Knopf, 2003); Gary Cross, 
An All-Consuming Century: Why Commercialism Won in Modern America (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2002). 
20 Lair, Armed with Abundance, 9–10. 
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between Vice President Richard Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev over 

which country—the United States or the Soviet Union—had more technologically 

advanced home appliances, more affluent lifestyles, and better economic systems. The 

so-called “Kitchen Debate” encapsulated the role of material abundance in the Cold War 

ideological contest between capitalism and communism. In more ways than one, U.S. 

consumer society provided ammunition for America’s struggle to stop the perceived 

global spread of communism.  

When Washington decided to send nearly half a million troops to Vietnam, the 

consumer society of the 1950s and 1960s shaped the outlook of those who traveled 

halfway around the world to fight. Moreover, the dominant consumer culture of the 

United States influenced the ways in which the U.S. military treated soldiers. As children 

of the Baby Boom, GIs went to Vietnam with notions of war as both brutal and heroic, 

ideas largely influenced by their fathers’ experiences in World War II and Korea. 

However, they also moved to Vietnam with a taste for comfort and convenience.21 As 

Meredith Lair demonstrates, while most representations of American soldiers in Vietnam 

emphasize the violence and deprivation they experienced in combat, the majority of 

soldiers—between 75 percent and 90 percent—were in fact non-combat troops.22 

Resented by those who fought on the battlefield, these non-combat soldiers lived lavishly 

on military bases, “armed with abundance.” They had access to fresh baked goods, 

shrimp cocktail, cigarettes, cold beer, bowling allies, golf courses, football fields, 
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leatherwear, stereos, jewelry, stuffed animals, banjos, harmonicas, guitars, board games, 

and “Star Trek.” According to Lair, the U.S. military indirectly purchased American 

servicemen’s productivity in Vietnam by supplying them with comfort and luxury.23  

Indeed, most American GIs lived opulently, at least by the standards of other wars 

in American history, on military bases in South Vietnam. Depending on their rank within 

the army, soldiers earned between $102.30 (as an army recruit) and $1607.70 (as a 

commissioned officer) as part of their monthly compensation. Additionally, many 

soldiers received a “family separation allowance” of $65 per month and free housing, 

meals, transportation, and medical care courtesy of the military.24 With their military 

scrip, soldiers frequented the U.S. military’s Post Exchange, which offered soldiers the 

opportunity to buy almost anything they wished to consume. From ordering brand-new 

cars in catalogues to shopping for cameras and upscale alcohol in person, American 

soldiers in Vietnam could shop as if they resided in the United States. More than that, 

they could purchase the same goods from America at even cheaper prices. For example, 

buying a Chrysler, Ford, or General Motors car from Vietnam saved soldiers 11 to 18 

percent off the stateside sticker price.25  

The PX rationing system also contributed to widespread consumerism on the 

bases. For example, soldiers could purchase up to six bottles of spirits and six cartons of 

cigarettes (about 40 smokes a day) each month as well as an unlimited number of 

                                                 
23 Ibid., 147. 
24 Ibid., 176. 
25 Ibid., 163. 
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cameras.26 The endless amount of shopping that soldiers could indulge in was 

complemented by a military base culture that promoted leisure and R&R in places like 

Hong Kong and Bangkok, where soldiers could procure even more goods. Military 

promotional materials indicated to soldiers the “Best Buys” of R&R destinations: 

“pewter, tin, silver, and fabrics” in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, and Penang, “cigars, lace, 

and woodcarvings” in Manila, and “jewelry and Thai silk” in Bangkok.27  

*** 

While the PX program provided one major point of entry for American goods into 

South Vietnam, a program of commercial imports comprised the other major avenue of 

transferring U.S. consumer goods to the country. Beginning in 1954, the United States 

began financing commodity imports into the anti-communist State of Vietnam, which 

became the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), or South Vietnam, the following year. Although 

the United States had sent military and economic aid to Vietnam since the late 1940s, the 

Commercial Import Program (CIP), an economic assistance program administered by 

USAID, began in earnest in 1954 as part of America’s Cold War policies to defeat 

communism in Southeast Asia. Indeed, the concept of a commercial import program was 

not new in American foreign policy; the United States first employed such a program 

during the Marshall Plan in 1948 to help rebuild European economics and societies. Since 

then, all countries receiving U.S. economic aid benefited from a program of commercial 

                                                 
26 Anthony Carthew, “Vietnam Is Like An Oriental Western,” New York Times, January 23, 1966. 
27 Meredith Lair, “‘Beauty, Bullets, and Ice Cream’  : Reimaginging Daily Life in the  ’Nam” (PhD diss., 
Pennsylvania State University, 2004), 212. 
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imports. Unlike previous import programs, however, the CIP in South Vietnam operated 

on U.S. government-financed grants, instead of loans.28  

 The United States played the role of an international banker who mediated the 

importation of commodities between Vietnamese businessmen and global suppliers.29 

The United States would send American dollars to South Vietnam by creating a system 

whereby South Vietnamese business importers could use local currency to purchase U.S. 

dollars at prices below the official exchange rate. U.S. and South Vietnamese officials 

would approve and grant licenses to local businessmen who could participate in the CIP 

as importers. After receiving an import license, Vietnamese importers would use their 

dollars to purchase and import a variety of commodities. The United States granted the 

piastres received from these currency transactions to the RVN to pay for its military and 

civilian expenditures. Thus, the CIP constituted a major subsidy for politically connected 

South Vietnamese importers and the South Vietnamese government. In fact, as 

Ambassador Lodge stated in a May 1964 memo to the Department of Defense, the White 

House, and USAID, the CIP is “restricted to categories of U.S. imports which we all 

agree are essential to [the] war effort.”30 Moreover, CIP funding gives the GVN 

[Government of Vietnam] “leeway and psychological boost” in addition to demonstrating 

                                                 
28 Report to the Congress of the United States: Survey of the Management and Operation of the 
Commercial Import Program for Vietnam, CIP folder, Box 3, NSF KL, LBJL. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Lodge to Defense, AID, and White House, May 16, 1964, folder 5, Box 4, National Security File, 
Vietnam Country File (hereafter NSF VCF), LBJL.  
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“real evidence [of] our willingness [to] stick with them.”31 From 1955 to1965, the United 

States contributed over $1.6 billion in CIP funding to South Vietnam.32 

From the start, American policymakers believed that the CIP was the most 

economically attractive means of generating local currency necessary to support the large 

military of South Vietnam. Moreover, the program would provide an important source of 

foreign exchange to build the industrial and economic infrastructure of the nation. As 

local budgets improved in Vietnam, the overall objective of the program in South 

Vietnam shifted from generating piastres to finance GVN activities to combating strong 

inflationary pressures in the Vietnamese economy. Since 1965 when the United States 

began military escalation, South Vietnam experienced a sharp increase in the monetary 

base without a corresponding increase in the productivity of goods or tax revenue, which 

led to high levels of inflation.33  

In order to fight inflation, American officials had several specific goals for the 

CIP. First, the CIP was to finance the importation of capital goods and materials that 

would develop the country economically. Second, it would procure consumer goods or 

materials for the country, which could raise the standard of living and directly lower 

inflation. Third, the piastres deposited by South Vietnamese importers would continue to 
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provide the GVN with local currency to pay for the government’s expenditure 

programs.34 

As designed, the CIP prioritized importation of items that contributed to the goal 

of developing industry in South Vietnam. Thus, the program gave preference to capital 

machinery and raw materials required for industrialization over consumer goods. The 

commodities that USAID approved included machinery and equipment, iron and steel 

products, foodstuffs, fuel and petroleum products, chemicals, motor vehicles and 

accessories, pharmaceutical and medical products, non-metallic minerals and cement, 

fertilizers, newsprint, pulp and paper, and non-ferrous metals and products.35 The 

inclusion of materials for printing newspapers demonstrates that the United States was 

interested not just in constructing the industrial infrastructure of South Vietnam but also 

in improving the country’s communications and media capabilities.  

U.S. officials did not believe that luxury goods would help build South Vietnam’s 

industrial core and did not intend for those goods to receive CIP financing. However, 

because USAID had no systematic method of discerning all of the different goods 

actually entering Vietnam, their list of eligible items under the CIP, in fact, included 

many things considered luxury goods by Americans and Vietnamese alike. Among the 

goods that received CIP financing were alcoholic beverages, tobacco, refrigerators, air 

conditioners, radios, television sets, motorbikes, and scooters. Moreover, U.S. 

policymakers believed that it was desirable to import as many commodities as possible 
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from the United States that were competitive in price and quality with those produced 

elsewhere around the world. As a result, the American share of CIP-financed imports 

increased from 29 percent in 1961 to 52 percent in 1964.36 American goods exported to 

South Vietnam through the CIP included canned foods, rice, fertilizer, and steel.  

In its official publications, USAID summarized some of the CIP’s major 

achievements in South Vietnam. One of the major achievements it claimed was the 

development of a “viable industrial base.” Additionally, the organization noted that the 

widespread importation of fertilizer produced an increase in agricultural output.  

Moreover, USAID asserted that the CIP helped maintain a “reasonable” standard of 

living while curbing inflationary pressures for the majority of middle and working class 

families in Saigon. Finally, it believed that the establishment of a merchant class, while 

not representative of all interests, helped facilitate modern international trade. USAID 

concluded its list of achievements by stating that “these accomplishments are proof of the 

benefits of U.S. economic assistance, designed to meet specific needs and objectives 

within a framework of sophisticated planning and policy.”37 

However, USAID’s view of the CIP’s success clashed with those of many 

congressional leaders who found major problems with the CIP. Beginning in 1966, 

rumors that up to 40 percent of American economic aid to South Vietnam was wasted 

percolated through American newspapers. The accusation that CIP funding was “wasted” 

reflected the belief that American tax dollars should not fund consumer goods for 
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Vietnamese use. As a result of this attitude, congressional leaders found it troubling that 

the CIP’s implementation did not accord with USAID’s professed goals. 

In the eyes of congressional officials, USAID failed in its stated goal of 

promoting a self-reliant and productive economy in South Vietnam; they therefore 

questioned the operation and effectiveness of the CIP. For example, Donald W. Riegle 

Jr., Republican of Michigan, stated that “with our Commercial Import Program we are 

really paying a price for political stability.”38 Furthermore, he continued, “It seems to me 

that we have established that if we were to withdraw our A.I.D. program that the 

Government would likely collapse over there, and for all intents and purposes the war 

would be over.”39 Congressional leaders like Riegle criticized the CIP for making the 

Vietnamese dependent on American aid instead of helping them develop their own 

economic foundations.  

Other politicians censured the inefficiency of the program. Democratic 

Representative John E. Moss from California, chairman of the House Government 

Operations subcommittee criticized the CIP for major defects. He asserted, “Enormous 

quantities of the U.S.-financed goods are being poured into Vietnam without proper 

determination of the real needs of the Vietnamese—and without adequate checks on the 

quantity and quality of the goods as they arrive in Vietnam—or on their ultimate end 

use.”40 Moss’ comment reflects the longstanding attitude among American policymakers 
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that they could dictate the needs of Vietnamese rather than allow Vietnamese to 

determine their own needs. Furthermore, he suggested tighter regulation of the status of 

goods as well as how Vietnamese used them, a near impossibility considering South 

Vietnam’s political autonomy.  

Besides complaining about a lack of oversight for the CIP, congressional leaders 

blamed USAID officials for empowering a set of elite Vietnamese to siphon economic 

aid off the U.S. government for themselves. Michigan Republican Representative Robert 

P. Griffin, for example, cited reports from France that South Vietnamese businessmen 

had deposited around $200 million in aid money in European banks. Griffin proclaimed, 

“We’re subsidizing millionaires who deposit their money in banks in Europe (and who) 

want the war to continue.” Meanwhile, Representative Clement J. Zablocki, a Democrat 

from Wisconsin, claimed that South Vietnamese leaders had left office “up to their 

armpits in gold.”41 These observations indicate that American leaders found the CIP’s 

conceptual framework deeply problematic. After all, American officials designed the CIP 

to give Vietnamese importers advantageous rates of exchange and to fund GVN 

operations, thus naturally offering businessmen and government officials great 

opportunities for profits. Moreover, without plans to manage and monitor the financial 

activities of South Vietnamese importers and government officials, it was unsurprising 

that the CIP precipitated capital flight from South Vietnam.  
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In congressional halls, politicians also warned of the gloomy future of the South 

Vietnamese economy and nation. In 1967, House Republican leader Gerald Ford 

asserted, “Put bluntly, Americans must pay more and more to make powerful Saigon 

interests richer and richer and the Vietnamese people more completely dependent on us. 

This is just the opposite of our declared purpose of building a free and independent South 

Vietnam.”42 The CIP made billionaires out of some Vietnamese businessmen, who took 

advantage of a lack of oversight by USAID to earn lucrative profits from selling their 

imported commodities. The small group of South Vietnamese businessmen who got rich 

from CIP did so at the expense of American taxpayers. Meanwhile, the majority of South 

Vietnamese, particularly farmers who constituted most of the population, relied on 

imported goods and American aid generally for their survival.  

The U.S. commitment to respect South Vietnam as an independent state also 

abetted the corruption of the CIP. As the New York Times reported, despite safeguards 

adopted by USAID and the Defense Department in managing the CIP, “the South 

Vietnamese Government, and military and business structures will probably continue to 

be sieves through which millions of American dollars will leak.” The article continued, 

“Why such slender United States control over so vital a program? Because South 

Vietnam is still regarded as a sovereign country, despite the overwhelming American 

presence.”43 Short of outright violating this sovereignty, a USAID official said, “the only 

way to plug the leaks would be to post an American at the side of virtually every South 
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Vietnamese official or businessman involved—an obvious impracticality.”44 Therefore, 

the American pledge to South Vietnamese sovereignty inherently made it unthinkable to 

hold Vietnamese who participated in the CIP to strict account.  

USAID acknowledged that criticism of the CIP tended to focus on the program’s 

deterrents to establishing industrial development in Vietnam as well as its effects on 

enriching well-connected importers. However, the organization asserted that Vietnam’s 

economy was largely trade-oriented, similar to many other nations emerging from 

colonialism. USAID stated that when the CIP began in 1954, “the impetus was on 

importing consumer goods rather than industrial goods since the industrial base was 

minimal at the time, and there was an urgent need to generate local currency through 

stimulation of purchasing of imported goods.” As for the unintended consequences of 

making importers even more powerful, USAID claimed that the GVN was completely 

aware of the problem and that the Ministry of National Economy had “taken steps to 

reduce the power and influence of the importers.”45  

More likely than not, however, South Vietnamese businessmen maintained their 

economic clout by stashing funds away for themselves while exercising their right to 

determine what kinds of goods entered the country. While many goods imported into 

South Vietnam were made in the United States, by the early 1970s more and more 

commodities entered the country from Japan. The ubiquitous Japanese motorbikes, 

scooters, television sets, refrigerators, rice cookers, phonographs, fans, and radios in 
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South Vietnam indicated Japan’s growing investment in South Vietnam. Indeed, under 

CIP, the United States encouraged Japan to export consumer goods to South Vietnam to 

help absorb excess currency and combat inflation.46 From 1966 to 1971, Japanese 

consumer items, particularly electronic appliances, could be found in many Vietnamese 

middle-class homes. In 1971, the Japanese exported $84 million worth of goods and sent 

$32 million in economic aid to South Vietnam. While American soldiers frequented PXs 

for all kinds of consumer and luxury items, South Vietnamese soldiers shopped for 

indulgences of their own in stores that sold Japanese imports.47  

During the Vietnam War, goods from the United States and other parts of the 

world penetrated South Vietnam through two primary channels: the PX Program and the 

Commercial Import Program. The PX Program brought millions of consumer and luxury 

articles into South Vietnam for American soldiers to use, while the CIP provided the 

capital for South Vietnamese wholesale businessmen to import billions worth of goods 

and materials. However, both programs, officially promulgated and sanctioned by the 

U.S. government, would sustain a major illegal institution during the conflict—the black 

market.  
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 The Distribution and Diversion of Goods 

 

 Many goods supplied by the PX Program and the CIP entered the Vietnamese 

economy. While the CIP intentionally financed goods for Vietnamese use, many CIP 

items nevertheless ended up in Vietnamese hands through unlawful means. For example, 

the reality that Vietnamese had stolen some CIP goods straight from cargo ships was well 

known in the American media. In fact, newspapers often reported that due to congestion 

in the Saigon port, about 3 percent, or approximately $12 million worth of CIP financed 

goods were lost each year.48 Those goods, it can be assumed, were bought and sold in 

Vietnamese society. However, PX goods destined for American GI consumers also 

wound up in Vietnamese possession. Through interactions between soldiers and 

Vietnamese, many consumer and luxury items legally and illegally entered the bustling 

Vietnamese black market. How consumer and luxury items from the PX Program also 

filtered into Vietnamese consumer society through the black market is the subject of this 

chapter.  

*** 

A key feature defining the distribution side of the Vietnamese consumer economy 

was the black market. Since the black market by definition operated as an illegal 

institution, there are no statistics or official reports on its functioning. Johnson 

administration documents, for example, are silent on the problem of black markets during 
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the war. However, newspaper articles and personal histories provide insight into the wide 

scope and detailed operations of South Vietnam’s shadow economy. On the whole, 

newspapers and memoirs reveal that black markets played an essential role in Vietnamese 

society. Indeed, as historian William Allison argues, “War-torn underdeveloped countries 

are ripe for black markets and currency manipulation because war tends to cause people 

to lose faith in their own currency and to demand foreign currency and imported goods in 

which they placed exaggerated confidence.”49 South Vietnam was a case in point. The 

ways in which consumer and luxury goods penetrated Vietnamese society through 

channels of goods distribution and exchange contributed to the formation of South 

Vietnam’s nascent consumer society during the Vietnam War.  

Goods imported under PX and intended for soldiers’ consumption often found 

their way to Vietnamese consumers through informal exchanges between Americans and 

Vietnamese. While some goods were stolen directly from cargo ships and during the 

unloading process, much like the fate of some CIP-financed goods, other items came 

from American soldiers who sold their PX goods and/or military scrip to black markets to 

obtain favorable rates of exchange for local currency. Soldiers could then use Vietnamese 

piastres to purchase a variety of local goods and services. As the New York Times 

reported, “There is no doubt that American servicemen support, sustain and supply the 

black market.” Almost everyday, American GIs were seen selling cigarettes, trading 
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cases of beer and Coke, and parting with PX liquor and other goods worth less than the 

$10 limit that regulations allow them to present to the Vietnamese as “gifts.”50  

While the black markets of South Vietnam appeared to involve only Vietnamese 

black marketeers and American soldiers at first glance, it actually permeated the entire 

society. The New York Times reported:  

The black market in Vietnam is possibly the biggest and most blatant the world 
has ever known. It is a vast, dirty sneer of triumph at man’s capacity for venality, 
at the brutalizing influence of war. Just about everyone is in it, and it touches 
everything, from currency downward. You do not need to be actively engaged in 
the buying and selling: Simply having a meal in a restaurant will involve you in 
paying a black-market price for black-market meat washed down with black-
market Scotch.  
 

This passage reveals the author’s moral outrage at the black market. He hints that the 

black market trickled deeply into Vietnamese society. The spectacular array of consumer 

goods that inundated Vietnam affected almost every type of transaction. Moreover, he 

suggested that Vietnamese participated in the black market just by the mere fact that they 

consumed food and drink. 

The hectic scenes in the heart of Saigon illustrated the popularity and 

pervasiveness of blacks markets during the war. As Andrew Pham, author of the memoir, 

Eaves of Heaven: A Life in Three Wars, recollected, streets in the city center visibly 

displayed the budding consumer society:  

The stores sold luxury items, and the kiosks lined against the curb carried cheap 
knockoffs and trinkets. Among the dealers, vendors, and agents, shoppers could 
find household appliances, furniture, motorbikes, European fashions, Vietnamese 
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silk, army surplus items, exotic herbal potions, electronics, and just about 
everything else.51  
 

Among Pham’s list of material goods that could be found by shoppers, the army surplus 

items stand out as originating directly from PX stores. Although it is unclear which goods 

came from the PX and which ones reached South Vietnam through the CIP, the informal 

street market economy described by Pham illustrated the seemingly infinite kinds of 

goods that could be found in black markets.  

 American service men and women often grumbled about the fact that PX goods 

ended up on the black market as soon as they were delivered. One servicewoman, Ann 

Kelsey, noted, “There was just so much corruption. Americans selling stuff to the 

Vietnamese on the side and black market and I mean you couldn’t get anything in the PX 

because it was all sitting on the street.”52 Another veteran asserted, “You could buy stuff 

on the black market that was being bought in the PX put on the black market at twice the 

price.”53 Many American soldiers and civilians found themselves short of some daily 

necessities. For example, Kelsey claimed that she often lacked band-aids, soap, and 

toothpaste. Moreover, she stated: 

Anything that was female related would tend to disappear right away so you 
couldn’t get Kotex, you couldn’t get Tampax. But you would see it in the black 
market. Sometimes they would get in a supply of hair dryers, not blow dryers 
those didn’t exist then but actual little hair dryers that had bonnets on them.  
Sometimes they would get shipments of those in and if you didn’t happen to be 
actually in the building when it arrived, forget it. You know there weren’t that 
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many women there so it wasn’t like all the women were buying all the stuff and of 
course anything electronic. You know televisions, tape recorders any kind of 
record players anything like that that came through, radios those all just flew right 
out the door. So most of us gave up on trying to buy any of that in a free standing 
PX, and we would use that Pacex catalog and order the equipment and have it 
mailed in.54 
 

As Kelsey pointed out, the number of consumer goods sent to PXs in South Vietnam 

often exceeded a reasonable quantity that Americans needed, demonstrating that the PX 

program helped create a situation in which American soldiers could profit from selling 

extra goods to Vietnamese. Her comment also revealed that American soldiers were even 

willing to inconvenience fellow Americans by emptying PX store shelves for personal 

greed. The various goods that vanished from PXs and went straight into Vietnamese 

black markets thus allowed Vietnamese who had the money to purchase these American 

consumer goods. Additionally, Kelsey noted that she would often “hear about selling 

jeeps to the Vietnamese.”55 Not just everyday toiletries but also luxury goods like 

diamond rings, furs, and stereos, which existed in copious quantities at PXs or could be 

ordered in excess quantities through catalogues, found their way into the black market as 

well.56 

Soldiers’ complaints about inadequate PX supplies were inconsistent with the fact 

that the PX program usually imported more than enough consumer items. The main 

problem lay in the diversion of PX goods. By 1966, a notorious scandal known as the 

“hairspray affair” surfaced in the American media and revealed that the PX program 
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actually facilitated the transfer of goods to Vietnamese. Hairspray, a highly sought-after 

commodity in South Vietnam, was rumored to have replaced cigarettes and chocolate 

bars as the primary form of compensation for prostitutes.57 While only 700 American 

women in Vietnam could have purchased hairspray, which was not designated as an 

eligible item under the CIP, the importation of over 140,000 cans of hairspray into the 

country baffled American political leaders and led them to believe that something was 

amiss. At a testimony by Defense Secretary Robert McNamara before the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee in 1966, Senator J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.) questioned 

McNamara about the 142,000 cans of hairspray imported into Saigon by the PX. 

McNamara merely replied that the person managing the store was a “poor manager” and 

was removed from his position. The Pentagon estimated hair spray sales in 1965 at a 

lower figure—approximately 60,000 cans. Although it conceded that even that figure was 

high for the number of American women in South Vietnam, the Pentagon also 

acknowledged that hairspray was in high demand as gifts from American soldiers to their 

Vietnamese girlfriends. However, it asserted that the diversion of PX goods to the 

Vietnamese civilian market was a comparatively small part of the total volume.58  

The hairspray affair demonstrated that policymakers at the highest level did not 

want to concede that their decisions, in fact, contributed to the problem of PX goods 

working their way into the Vietnamese economy. After all, poor managing at a PX in 

Vietnam did not explain why thousands of cans of hairspray entered the country for only 
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700 American women. Although the motives for importing so many units of hairspray 

were unclear, it was obvious that many PX goods became diverted for Vietnamese 

consumption.  

Although enabling soldiers to purchase as much as they could with their military 

scrip was a way in which the U.S. military demonstrated its generosity to soldiers, the 

abundance that American soldiers lived with had serious consequences for Vietnamese 

black markets. One of the major flaws of the PX rationing system was the often high 

limit or infinite quantity of items that American GIs could purchase. Knowing that 

American GIs sold surplus goods to the local underground economy, the U.S. 

government attempted marginal reforms to the PX rationing system. Cutting down the 

excessive liquor ration, for example, prevented more surplus liquor from showing up at 

the black markets without affecting how much soldiers could drink. In addition to 

punishing at least 400 servicemen and civilians for war profiteering through black 

markets, the reduction of PX rations helped decrease supplies to the black market to some 

degree. Even so, black markets merely suffered minor impediments from these policy 

changes. If goods were not found at a PX for some reason, they could most likely be 

found at a black market. For example, at the big PX in Cholon, the Chinatown sector of 

Saigon, stainless steel razor blades, hairspray, and mentholated cigarettes were out of 

stock one day. However, all of those items could be found in PX Alley, with a 300 

percent price hike.59  
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While both the U.S. and South Vietnamese governments took actions to stem the 

flow of PX goods to urban Vietnamese, their collaboration never fully succeeded. On the 

surface, Saigon officials placated American officials concerned about black markets by 

ordering police raids of illegal merchandise. Nguyễn Cao Kỳ, Vice President of South 

Vietnam from 1967 to 1971, vowed to prosecute black marketeers more severely, but it 

was unclear if he actually followed through on his promise. Moreover, even if the GVN 

did try black marketeers in court, the threat of legal action did not prevent black 

marketeers from going to work.  

Many leaders of the GVN revealed their interest in carving a piece of the 

consumerism pie for themselves. In fact, the emergence of a consumer culture within 

South Vietnam manifested in the GVN’s nonchalant attitude toward black markets. High-

level government leaders’ longing for consumer and luxury goods explained the GVN’s 

leniency toward black markets despite pressure from U.S. officials to close them down. 

As the New York Times reported, “the black market, in its own way, gets more goods to 

more people cheaper, faster and in better condition than if they had to pass through the 

hands of a number of inept or corrupt provincial officials.”60 For Saigon officials, the 

convenience and efficiency of black markets facilitated the illegal buying and selling of 

goods, which they favored. It was in their interest to keep the black markets in operation. 

Although Vietnamese paid more at the black market, those prices were still lower than 
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most legitimate Vietnamese stores.61 Government officials’ complicity in the business of 

black markets thus kept the illegal institution thriving in South Vietnam.    

Besides black markets, consumer goods permeated Vietnamese society through 

other methods of informal exchange such as classifieds. A survey of newspaper 

classifieds in Chính Luận revealed the textual component of the consumer society that 

existed in South Vietnam. Newspapers in 1970, for example, show that many cars were 

available for sale, including international brands such as Austin (British), Chevrolet 

(American), Citroën (French), Daihatsu (Japanese), Datsun (Japanese), Fiat (Italian), 

Ford (American), Honda (Japanese), Jeep (American), Mazda (Japanese), Mercedes-Benz 

(Germany), Nissan (Japanese), Oldsmobile (American), Opel (Germany), Morris 

(British), Peugeot (French), Renault (French), Simca (French), Toyota (Japanese), 

Vauxhall (British), and Volkswagen (Germany). Scooters also figured prominently in the 

classifieds section; brands advertised included BMW (German), Honda (Japanese), 

Lambretta (Italian), and Vespa (Italian). Although newspapers primarily employed text 

and, to a lesser degree, pictures to advertise legal consumer and luxury goods, it was 

likely that word of mouth provided another major vehicle to advertise illegal merchandise 

at black markets.   

The distribution of consumer and luxury goods from the PX and CIP programs 

often involved interactions and exchanges between American soldiers and local 

Vietnamese. Although an overwhelming majority of PX goods were not to be consumed 
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by Vietnamese and the CIP was not to facilitate the development of a consumer 

economy, goods from both programs still entered the black market in South Vietnam. 

While the collaboration between Americans and Vietnamese enabled the black market to 

flourish in the country, the nascent consumer society in South Vietnam also engendered 

wide-ranging social disorder by altering Vietnamese conceptions of material desire and 

upending traditional social hierarchies.   
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 The Social Effects of South Vietnam’s New Consumer Culture 

 

Consumer and luxury goods filtering into the local society and economy caused a 

number of changes in South Vietnamese cultural life. Although tracing all aspects of the 

social and cultural disruptions in South Vietnam is beyond the scope of this report, I will 

focus on two major effects of the nascent consumerism: the transformation of material 

tastes among younger generations and the conversion of South Vietnam into a service 

economy for Americans. These two sets of changes can be best brought to light in 

personal reflections, particularly a 1976 Viet Nam Courier interview with Nguyễn Khắc 

Viện, one of the most renowned Vietnamese historians and director of the Foreign 

Languages Publishing House in Hanoi from 1963 to 1983.62 Cited as “one of the 

Vietnamese scholars who did [the] most to interpret Vietnam for the West,” Viện served 

as a translator of Vietnamese history, culture, and politics for intellectuals and journalists 

who visited Hanoi during the war.63 A French-educated Vietnamese who leaned heavily 

toward communism, Viện’s perspective offers sharp criticism of America’s exportation 

of consumerism to South Vietnam. 

*** 

American PX goods and items financed by the CIP entered a country that lacked 

the productive infrastructure to sustain American-style consumerism. Although the 
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existence of a consumer society was not new to urban South Vietnam, the rapidity at 

which consumerism developed there marked a distinct change from the past. Indeed, 

commercial exchanges existed in Vietnam and elsewhere ever since people engaged in 

bartering transactions. During the colonial era, the Indochinese economy mostly served 

the interests of France. Additionally, the French never imported consumer goods to the 

same degree that the Americans did in the postcolonial period.  

Thus, the large scale of imported goods to South Vietnam during the American 

war was a shock to the country. As Viện commented, “a billion U.S. dollars was an 

enormous sum for the economy of a small country with very little industry to absorb.” 

His statement suggested that American economic aid would not help South Vietnam 

produce goods for its own people because it lacked the industrial infrastructure to do so. 

Instead, the South Vietnamese economy became geared toward serving Americans and 

consuming imported goods. While consumerism flourished in the United States in the 

1960s because Americans manufactured goods for themselves, Vietnam lacked 

machinery and industrial infrastructure. The few industries that South Vietnam possessed, 

however, could not compete with American-financed imports. In her memoir, The Sacred 

Willow: Four Generations in the Life of a Vietnamese Family, Duong Van Mai Elliott 

demonstrated the impact of foreign commodities on the South Vietnamese economy. 

“The flood of imports heavily damaged the few small industries that were still sputtering 

along,” asserted Elliott. “By far, textiles dominated the imports, and Saigon’s main streets 
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would become lined with shops selling luxury fabrics.”64 In South Vietnam, Vietnamese 

consumed items that they did not and could not make. Moreover, a modern consumer 

culture accompanied by an aggressive advertising industry similar to that in western 

countries never flourished in South Vietnam during the American war.  

Indeed, South Vietnam did not have the institutions necessary to withstand an 

abrupt inundation of consumer and luxury goods, which altered the landscape of local 

consumerism profoundly. Increasing numbers of radio and television sets, for example, 

illustrated the material and technological transformation of South Vietnam as a result of 

American occupation. In 1960, South Vietnamese owned an estimated 125,000 radio 

units; that figure soared to around 2,200,000 by 1970. Television sets, which first arrived 

to South Vietnam in 1966, numbered approximately 300,000 privately owned and 3,000 

communal units in 1969. By 1970, there was one television set for every forty people in 

the country. Due to the critical mass of Americans in South Vietnam, Vietnamese 

televisions included a U.S. Forces channel that broadcasted American programs. 

Consequently, thousands of Vietnamese enjoyed their traditional dinners every evening 

while watching shows such as “Batman,” “Gunsmoke,” “Mission Impossible,” and even 

“Combat.”65  

The physical landscape of major cities changed drastically as well. Viện observed 

that someone making a tour of South Vietnam might be astonished by the number of 

television antennae on roof-tops everywhere, “even in infested squatter-areas, where a 
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dense population lives under galvanized-iron roofs, or in houses on stilts, along canals 

filled with rubbish and waste of all sorts, and where cholera cases are still reported from 

time to time.” The invasion of modern television sets, while fulfilling the material desires 

of some Vietnamese, also created a jarring juxtaposition in a relatively undeveloped 

country enmeshed in war.  

The rising quantities of radio and television sets in South Vietnam during the war 

revealed a larger trend of shifting material tastes and desires in Vietnamese society. As 

the presence of American GIs and global consumer goods became ubiquitous, South 

Vietnamese began to acquire the tastes of westerners and defined themselves by what 

they owned and consumed. The interaction between local citizens and American GIs at 

black markets and other venues garnered not only resentment but also jealousy from 

Vietnamese toward Americans. Vietnamese begrudged the opportunity that U.S. soldiers 

had to buy goods like cigarettes, razors, and canned foods in the PXs. At the same time, 

the affluence of Americans also inspired a new kind of material envy among a broad 

sector of South Vietnamese society.  

Many consumer goods were novelties for Vietnamese who had never come into 

contact with them before. For the South Vietnamese, a New York Times article asserted, 

“what really gets them are the bits and pieces of the American serviceman’s daily life. 

Who, they say, had ever dreamed of so many cameras and Band-Aids and toilet-paper 

rolls, so much whisky, so many pills and tablets and stuff to make lettuce safe to eat?”66 

To the contemporary reader, this statement is tinged with the sense that the author is 
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infantilizing the Vietnamese. However, there is likely some truth in suggesting that at 

least a number of Vietnamese gazed in awe and puzzlement at the sheer variety of 

consumer and luxury goods that American GIs had, items that they could not even 

imagine. As journalist Neil Sheehan reported, goods such as transistor radios and 

cigarettes, “considered everyday necessities by Americans, are luxury goods for 

Vietnamese.”67 Soldiers’ ownership of these goods created a very visible dichotomy 

between the American haves and the Vietnamese have-nots. One Vietnamese tellingly 

observed, “Any time legions of prosperous white men descend on a rudimentary Asian 

society…you are bound to have trouble.”68 Invoking a history of colonialism and 

suggesting that the intentionality of whites arriving in Vietnam was inconsequential, this 

quote further points to the power differential between rich American soldiers and local 

Vietnamese.  

However, the sudden arrival of affluent American GIs did not cause distress for 

many Vietnamese on the individual scale. In fact, the flood of imported goods elicited 

different reactions from Vietnamese. Although some resented young American soldiers 

for their excessive wealth, others internalized the same consumer tastes of Americans. 

Government officials, the middle class, and even poor Vietnamese yearned for consumer 

and luxury goods as a way to display their status in society. In the “things wanted” 

section of the classifieds in Chính Luận, for example, some Vietnamese even advertised 

that they were looking to purchase villas and cars. 
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The desire for western goods and electronics permeated Vietnamese society, 

especially among those in the GVN who interacted often with Americans. Viện argued 

that Vietnamese who worked closely with Americans “gained immediate access to the 

delights of the ‘consumer society.’” He stated that a high-ranking officer, a senior 

official, a comprador capitalist, a drug-dealer, or an intellectual could have whatever he 

fancied: cars, villas, refrigerators, TV sets, air-conditioners, tours overseas, and the most 

up-to-date gadgets from the United States, Japan, France, and West Germany. Viện 

demonstrated his condescension toward Vietnamese who collaborated with the American 

enterprise, including those who worked for the CIP. Calling the Americans “neo-

colonialists” and asserting that “everyone joining in the game got a share proportionate to 

his services,” Viện criticized American-financed imports and characterized the attainment 

of consumer articles and leisure experiences as self-indulgent and corrupt. Furthermore, 

he suggested that those with influence in the GVN most likely got all the goods they 

wanted.  

However, the new material desires had an enormous influence on all strata of 

society, not just those who cooperated with Americans. Besides high-level Vietnamese in 

the GVN, Viện argued that adolescents also became engrossed in the chase for new 

consumer goods. He observed that children and young people “came to believe it was 

obligatory to dress in the manner of western fashion magazines, to adopt western 

hairstyles and, naturally, to change the fashions whenever they changed in the West….”  

Viện commented that the westernization of South Vietnam through the juggernaut of 

consumerism took its toll especially on young Vietnamese. Specifically, he contended 
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that western fashion trends easily molded the consumption desires of Vietnamese 

children and young adults. Since western styles changed frequently, Vietnamese, 

motivated by a wish to stay “modern,” sought to keep up with the trends. Viện posited 

that the constant desire to purchase and spend money on the latest fads produced 

detrimental outcomes for Vietnamese society. Digging into the psychology of 

consumerism, Viện evoked the metaphor of the paralyzing consequences of drugs. Just 

like the incapacitating effects of a narcotic, consumer goods, Viện argued, “haunt your 

mind, interfere with your thoughts, and blunt your feelings.”  

After branding the quest to accumulate consumer items as a drug, Viện described 

how Honda motorbikes and other material goods became a way for young people to 

“assert themselves.” Motorbikes provided a means of transportation in Saigon’s growing 

city limits, but they also offered a feeling of thrill and excitement that made owning one 

highly desirable. He asserted: 

Imagine a young peasant from a remote village. He had toiled in muddy rice-
fields all his life, and then he saw these brand-new machines, which roared past at 
an incredible speed. It was difficult for him to resist the temptation; it was 
difficult not to dream of having one, not to do everything to acquire one. What to 
do to have those refrigerators and TV sets, those motor-bikes, furniture suites, 
modish clothes displayed everywhere…? The temptation was omnipresent, and it 
took a great deal of courage to turn from it. 
 

His description of Honda motorbikes that “roared past at an incredible speed” illustrated 

his view that the velocity of the machines would enthrall Vietnamese, especially young 

peasants. Moreover, he implied that consumer goods, including motorbikes, preoccupied 

Vietnamese and often plagued their psyches. According to Viện, the lure of consumer 
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and luxury goods overpowered self-restraint, causing Vietnamese do everything possible 

to obtain them.   

 The widespread temptation to amass consumer goods arose, Viện asserted, 

because of the ephemeral nature of the goods’ influx during the war. Distinguishing the 

industrialized western consumer society from the emergent one in South Vietnam, Viện 

argued that consumerism arrived abruptly to Vietnam and insinuated that it was 

unsustainable. He asserted: 

The consumer society in the West is founded on a powerful industry; but this rule 
did not apply to south Viet Nam: everything came from abroad by a sort of 
miracle which might never happen again, hence the particularly frenzy to enjoy 
all these goodies as quickly as possible. Everybody wanted to acquire things, not 
by working harder, but by trying his chance. Saigon was more feverish, more 
agitated than any cities in the West; people were always on tenterhooks, fearing to 
let a good chance slip by.  

 
Stating that South Vietnam lacked an industrial core, a flaw that the U.S. government 

purportedly sought to remedy with the CIP, Viện illustrated that the influx of consumer 

and luxury goods occurred because of mere luck; it was a miracle, in his words. Instead 

of working to produce such commodities for themselves, the Vietnamese, according to 

Viện, “tried his chance” at obtaining goods. Furthermore, he noted that American 

bombing created millions of refugees who fled to Saigon. These refugees, he insisted, 

“lacked the things they actually needed every day…but developed entirely artificial 

needs.” Viện stated that Vietnamese did not labor to produce commodities, but he failed 

to mention that many Vietnamese worked in the service economy for American soldiers. 

Thus, Vietnamese did, in fact, earn those consumer and luxury goods; they did not 

receive them as gifts most of the time. According to Viện, many refugees in Saigon 
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entered the rat race of trying to accrue consumer goods instead of acquiring basic 

necessities. He suggested that artificial needs for consumer and luxury goods had no 

place during a time of war, when more pressing items like food and medical supplies 

should prevail over personal consumer commodities.  

To expound on his notion of artificial needs, Viện provided the example of 

middle-class Vietnamese desires for western-style foam mattresses. Although Saigon’s 

tropical and humid climate renders sleeping on foam mattresses with bedsheets illogical 

and uncomfortable, the upper class in Saigon wanted foam mattresses anyway, because, 

Viện argued, westerners slept on them. As a result of seeing affluent Vietnamese 

purchase such mattresses, middle-class Vietnamese followed suit. Moreover, even 

families unable to afford them would try to buy them if they had the opportunity. He 

opined, people “felt deprived not to have the luxury of sleeping on a foam rubber 

mattress, even in the height of summer.” Viện elaborated:  

The natural needs of the several million people who lacked the bare necessities 
alongside these artificial needs created by the invasion of sophisticated industrial 
products combined to form a peculiar atmosphere, an intensive social press on the 
people’s psychology. 
 

He demonstrated his opinion that some Vietnamese desired consumer goods not just for 

their utilitarian purposes but also for their symbolic value. As the example of foam 

mattresses illustrated, many Vietnamese indulged in conspicuous consumption to assert a 
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superior social status.69 Moreover, he intimated that social expression through fashion 

and status symbols was unnecessary when there was a war going on.  

Viện’s politically charged opinions revealed criticisms of consumerism similar to 

those lodged by Americans against their own consumer frenzy. However, what 

distinguished Viện’s comments from other anti-consumerism arguments was that South 

Vietnam’s new consumer society developed not because Vietnamese produced 

commodities themselves nor because they asked for such goods. On the contrary, the sea 

of consumer and luxury goods arrived in South Vietnam because of American 

intervention. Although South Vietnamese highly demanded those commodities, they had 

no control over when the supply of goods would end. When Americans left, Vietnamese 

would be able neither to serve soldiers nor to purchase more goods from the black 

market.  

Besides material desires for certain consumer and luxury goods, Vietnamese 

began to adopt one of the main features of American-style consumerism: brand 

recognition. The pervasiveness of black markets and the profusion of newspaper 

advertisements indicated that many Vietnamese relished the sudden opportunity to 

purchase all kinds of consumer and luxury goods that would distinguish themselves from 

others who lacked those hot commodities. In her memoir, The Sacred Willow, Elliott 

revealed that consumerism affected her family’s lives. 
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A lot of things remained beyond our reach. We did not own an automobile, and 
usually just window-shopped the stores brimming with colorful fabrics and other 
consumer goods, such as 18-karat-gold Omega or Bulova watches from 
Switzerland, which had become a big status symbol for many middle-class 
families.70  
 

Elliott’s act of window-shopping illustrated the common practice of looking at 

commodities without the ability or decision to actually purchase such commodities. The 

examples of what kinds of goods she observed while window-shopping demonstrated the 

fact that Vietnamese started to embrace and pine for specific brands of luxury goods. 

Omega and Bulova watches served to signal wealth and distinguish middle-class families 

from less affluent individuals in South Vietnam. More importantly, though, her passage 

revealed that consumerism had an even greater impact on people who could not afford 

the goods they wanted. One way to satiate material desire was through window-shopping, 

which offers people a kind of pleasure visually.  

*** 

In addition to the creation of material desires, the ways in which people sought to 

attain those goods also caused a transformation of hierarchy and status in South Vietnam. 

The desire to make money in order to purchase consumer items contributed to the 

emergence of an American-directed service economy in which Vietnamese people could 

earn more by abandoning production, including agriculture, and working for wealthy 

American soldiers. This major shift in the structure of Vietnamese labor produced 

widespread social disorder.  
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American soldiers’ spendthrift shopping habits not only illustrated the advantages 

of capitalism to the Vietnamese, but their consumerist desires also directly affected 

Vietnamese lives, as “Vietnamese labor and bodies [became] sources of gratification” for 

American GIs.71 In addition to the materialism of American soldiers, the spending habits 

of soldiers extended to a variety of professional and personal services. As a result of the 

military’s eagerness to provide those services to GIs, the soldiers contributed to the 

development of service industries in Vietnam. In order to keep soldiers happy, the 

American military, through the Vietnam Regional Exchange (VRE), contracted with 

business firms to provide service-oriented institutions, including dry cleaning, 

barbershops, beauty shops, massage parlors, and ice cream stores to serve the many needs 

and desires of soldiers. Many of the small businesses that provided service to American 

GIs were actually owned and operated by local Vietnamese.72 The spread of local 

businesses that catered to the interests of soldiers revealed one of several ways in which 

the lifestyles of American GIs changed Vietnamese society and economy.  

More specifically, the lucrative prospects of serving American GIs fractured the 

traditional structure of Vietnamese society. As Vietnamese newspapers illustrated in 

political cartoons, a “new social structure” developed as a result of the flood of American 

wealth into South Vietnam. In this social pyramid, bar girls occupied the pinnacle, with 

prostitutes below them, then the pimps and bar owners, and lastly the taxi drivers. This 

depiction of Vietnamese social hierarchy underscored the prevalence of occupations 
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normally associated with vice. Moreover, the presence of affluent American GIs changed 

the dynamics of social relations, as Vietnamese increasingly served the interests of 

wealthy Americans who could pay them more than Vietnamese could. For example, 

members of the Vietnamese middle class had problems renting homes in places where 

U.S. servicemen lived, because Americans essentially caused a housing bubble that 

priced out the Vietnamese. Even vital everyday services like garbage collection was 

affected by the introduction of Americans into Vietnam. Garbage collectors, who used to 

work for Vietnamese employers, left their jobs to work for the American military or U.S. 

corporations in Vietnam.73 The ability of garbage collectors to choose to work for the 

Americans is representative of many other workers in Vietnam who abandoned their 

previous jobs serving their fellow countrymen and women to serve Americans instead.  

The many needs of American GIs also transformed women’s roles in Vietnamese 

society. Because most South Vietnamese men of military-service age were required to 

fight for the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), women became the primary 

workers for Saigon’s wartime economy.74 From fulfilling the sexual desires of American 

soldiers to cleaning their apartments, Vietnamese women, many of rural origins, went to 

Saigon to earn their livings. Of the 330,000 employees of Saigon’s labor force during the 

war, approximately 250,000 were women.75 As young men dominated the population of 

Americans on military bases, the military helped promote the employment of local 

Vietnamese women to serve the various needs of men who left their families, girlfriends, 
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and wives in the United States. The reality of thousands of young Vietnamese women 

working as bar girls and prostitutes and accompanying American soldiers was symbolic 

of the impact American occupation had on Vietnamese society.76 Many Vietnamese 

families found it necessary to force their wives and daughters into service work as bar 

girls and mistresses to boost their incomes. At the same time, however, the shame of 

having members of one’s family engaged in such demeaning work sometimes drove 

Vietnamese men to commit suicide.77 The very public ways in which American soldiers 

fraternized with Vietnamese women often contributed to families losing face in society. 

As Andrew Pham commented, “American GIs paraded their young Vietnamese 

girlfriends decked out in outrageously sexy outfits. It was a peculiar sight. The French 

never did that in Hanoi or Saigon.”78 Pham’s observation indicated that American 

soldiers had no shame and no need to hide their young girlfriends, whose provocative 

dress unsettled society. His comment also showed that Vietnamese women’s sexual 

agency provoked older, more traditional Vietnamese who may have viewed their women 

as being appropriated by Americans.  

 The changes wrought on Vietnamese society were thus not without their critics. 

Although a great number of Vietnamese enjoyed the wealth of consumer and luxury 

goods available to them, many other Vietnamese blamed the United States for modifying 

their society for the worse. Viện, for example, asserted: 
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The more bombs fell upon the free areas, the more goods Saigon and other US-
held areas received. The contrast is striking when you go from the free zones or 
from towns in the North which have been bombed for years to Saigon which is 
roaring with thousands of vehicles, filled up with American, Japanese, and French 
goods, where high buildings soar above shanty towns and noisome slums. 
Factitious prosperity some people call it. I don’t like this word, for the buildings, 
the cars, the goods, none of these things are artificial. These things impose 
themselves, obsess the minds, create an ambiance, a new social order. I would 
rather say an expensive prosperity, even too dearly paid for. For if some countries 
paid for the Mercedes and the Chevrolets, the refrigerators and other gadgets by 
the sale of their oil, south Viet Nam paid for them with flesh and blood.  
 

Viện’s assertion revealed his trenchant criticism of American military and economic aid 

policies. Furthermore, he pointed to the very real effects of consumer goods on South 

Vietnamese society. Although prosperity in Saigon manifested itself mostly through 

modern material items, Viện argued that those seemingly enviable goods belied social 

unrest. Viện’s statement illustrated his belief that the United States intentionally flooded 

South Vietnam with consumer and luxury items. Although CIP documents revealed that 

U.S. officials wanted South Vietnam to industrialize rather than become a dependent 

consumer society, Viện intimated that the United States imported goods as a means to 

win the war. He implied that the Americans sought to destroy communist areas and ship 

consumer goods to American-dominated cities to demonstrate the superiority and 

attraction of siding with the United States. Hence, he concluded, South Vietnam acquired 

those consumer items because of the sacrifice of Vietnamese lives.  

 In addition to stating that the United States altered South Vietnamese society with 

a destructive combination of bombs and consumer goods, Viện also claimed that the 

Americans unleashed a torrent of propaganda. Further illustrating his presumption that 
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the United States deliberately used American-style consumption as a way to fight 

communism, he affirmed, 

The use of mass media—the radio, TV, newspapers, posters, and films—was 
intensive in the effort to force upon millions of people a set of notions and 
attitudes which were calculated to turn them against communism, bend them 
under the U.S. might, and poison their minds against any revolutionary 
inclination…. 
 

Although the exact nature of activities undertaken by the U.S. Information Agency 

requires further research, Viện suggested that South Vietnamese society was not only 

bombarded with bombs and material goods, but also propaganda that promoted the 

benefits of the American lifestyle. His statement demonstrated his assumption that the 

United States advanced a set of pro-consumerist ideas that, in conjunction with the flood 

of goods, would win over the hearts and minds of Vietnamese.  

Viện, however, was not the only Vietnamese who lambasted the United States for 

its inundation of consumer goods and its transformation of South Vietnamese society. 

Although many ordinary Vietnamese appreciated getting a taste of the American 

consumer lifestyle, not all were happy with the consumer-driven economy. In a Time 

magazine article, one unidentified Vietnamese civil engineer proclaimed that American 

influence on Vietnamese society corrupted the country and left South Vietnam unable to 

ward off communism. He asserted: 

Americans came like firemen to extinguish the fire, but they haven't done the job, 
and now they are going home. It's unbelievable. Fine, we will put out the fire 
ourselves, but you have taken the water, the pump and the ladder with you. Once 
we knew how to put out these fires with bucket brigades, but now we are used to 
your technology, and you are taking it away.79  
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Using the analogy of a fireman trying to douse a fire, this Vietnamese legitimated the 

reason for American intervention in South Vietnam: to eradicate communism. However, 

he claimed that the Americans not only failed to stamp out communism but also deprived 

Vietnamese of American resources to resist communism. Moreover, American 

technology and practices had impaired South Vietnam’s own native agency to combat 

communism. Although South Vietnam could not have defeated communism on it own, as 

the fact that the scheduled 1956 national elections would have united the country under 

communism demonstrated, he nevertheless blamed the Americans for making South 

Vietnam dependent on them.  

 Moreover, this civil engineer linked the introduction of American-financed 

consumer goods to the United States’ ultimate failure in rooting out communism. He 

averred: 

Many people believe things were better in 1961 than they are today. There were 
no motorcycles then, few radios. Now the people are making more money and 
there is more democracy, but the morality of the society is declining sharply. Our 
spiritualism has given way to materialism.80 
 

He presumed that there were two distinct ways to extinguish the fire of communism: one 

was to win over Vietnamese with material goods, and the other was to inspire moral 

ideological and spiritual beliefs. Asserting that many believed “things were better in 

1961” than in 1971, he implied that consumer goods like motorcycles and radios arrived 

in South Vietnam as tools to fight communism. Although the American presence brought 

positive changes to South Vietnam, like higher wages and democracy, those advantages 
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concomitantly produced social and ethical failures. Because of American intervention, 

the Vietnamese substituted spartan virtue with material immorality. He observed that 

South Vietnam fought communism in exchange for consumer goods, but the country now 

lost those goods as well as the will to defy communism. In other words, the Vietnamese 

lost their souls. Since communism preyed on people’s absence of material goods, South 

Vietnamese had no choice but to embrace communism. In the end, the civil engineer 

argued, the American firemen failed to put out the fire because they introduced 

consumerism and materialism, which produced its own set of negative social 

consequences. 

Sentiments like these resounded among other South Vietnamese who felt betrayed 

by American intervention. In the same Time article, another Vietnamese accused the 

United States of failing to understand what it takes to fight communism. He declared:  

You thought that by giving us an easy life, a television, a washing machine, a car, 
that we could fight Communism better. That is not true. You must have discipline, 
you must make sacrifices to fight Communism. We have become bourgeois, 
although we were not born to be bourgeois.81 

 
This person surmised that the United States intended to give the South Vietnamese an 

“easy life,” when that was never the stated intention of the CIP. Whereas the United 

States had previously deployed consumer goods successfully to demonstrate the 

superiority of capitalism over communism in other parts of the world, this Vietnamese 

man, like many other people, realized that the creation of a consumer culture in South 

Vietnam actually caused social disturbances. His focus on discipline revealed his opinion 
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that funding imported goods to the country was problematic because the South 

Vietnamese never had to produce any of the items they enjoyed. His statement that 

Vietnamese had become bourgeois reflected the aftermath that consumer goods wrought 

on Vietnamese social structure. From his perspective, people became bourgeois through 

birth or hard work and sacrifice, and it was unnatural to earn that social distinction 

otherwise.  

The complaint that the United States transformed certain segments of South 

Vietnamese into bourgeois consumers resonated with some government officials. Toward 

the end of military conflict, one South Vietnamese official proclaimed, “the Americans 

have introduced the devil of luxury consumer goods and the whole philosophy of keeping 

up with the Joneses. When they leave, we shall no longer be able to afford these things, 

but we shall still want them.”82 Not only would the South Vietnamese lack the means to 

purchase such material goods when American aid and imports disappeared, but they 

would also lack the capacity to produce such commodities themselves. Moreover, this 

individual asserted that the United States greatly impeded South Vietnamese autonomy. 

He stated, “The Americans have helped disrupt the old ways, in which 90 per cent of the 

people felt they were living fairly well in their rice fields, and have brought in things for 

which Vietnam is not prepared.” He continued, “If we could have achieved those things 

slowly and naturally on our own, we could have avoided the cruel dislocations and 

shock.” As a result of American policies, he argued, there were limited options for the 
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future of South Vietnam. He maintained, “Now, it seems to me, we are left with only two 

choices: to go on leaning on Washington forever, or to chop out the diseased plant by its 

roots and begin with a completely new economic system—Communism.”83 His quotes 

demonstrated the perspective that what the United States had intended all along with their 

decision to implement CIP—to help South Vietnam develop its own economy—actually 

backfired. The consumer culture that prevailed in South Vietnam during America’s 

intervention left the country unable to fend for itself once American financing of 

commodity imports ended. Instead of inspiring the South Vietnamese to understand the 

superiority of capitalism, the influx of consumer goods in Vietnam actually led some 

locals to see communism’s appeal instead.  

 Other Vietnamese officials expressed similar verbal attacks on the United States 

for creating a consumer market and making the South Vietnamese population dependent 

on American aid. Ngô Công Đức, Secretary-General of the Socialist Opposition bloc in 

the National Assembly of South Vietnam asserted, 

The chief purpose of American aid is to divide the Vietnamese among 
themselves. The U.S. has transformed the South Vietnamese market into a one-
way consumers’ market. Contraband American foods are inundating the South 
Vietnamese markets. Of the 17 million people currently living in South Vietnam, 
as many as 2,000,000 families live on war profits by serving the interests of the 
United States. This is why the purpose of American aid is by no means to raise 
the standard of living of the population; on the contrary, it plunges the population 
into ever-increasing misery…84 
                                                                                                                           

The harsh words articulated by Ngô Công Đức illustrated the view that American 

economic aid created the opposite effects of its intentions. While the United States 
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expressly prioritized industrialization over building a consumer society in South Vietnam 

as part of CIP’s core missions, the result of American aid, according to Đức, was the 

creation of a “one-way consumers’ market.” Moreover, up to two million South 

Vietnamese earned their livings by serving Americans during the war instead of 

participating in industrial development and production. Additionally, Đức claimed that 

“the experience of the past few years has led the South Vietnamese to this conclusion: the 

purpose of American aid to South Vietnam is to force the Vietnamese population to 

become totally dependent on the United States.”85 His conclusion demonstrated that 

American aid, which was supposed to help the South Vietnamese, had serious detractors 

among those whom it was intended to benefit.  

 Additionally, South Vietnam’s top leaders openly criticized American foreign aid 

policies, despite coveting and enjoying many of the luxury and consumer imports 

themselves. Nguyễn Cao Kỳ berated the U.S. government for its failure to help South 

Vietnam become independent. “Because American aid policies are wrong and because 

aid procedures are complicated and arbitrary, United States aid has not helped Vietnam 

toward self-sufficiency and has clearly not been entirely helpful to the South Vietnamese 

people,” the vice president stated at a dinner of an association of South Vietnamese 

newspaper publishers. Kỳ singled out the CIP for special criticism. The United States 

spent $240 million on the program in the last fiscal year but, Kỳ complained, it brought 

into the economy “commodities that are not really necessary,” such as some materials 

that could be produced locally. “Worse yet,” the vice president continued, “a small 
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minority of local capitalists, speculators and middle men have profited [from] the 

program, thus creating a new class of profiteers who have contributed to an increase in 

social injustice and conflicts within Vietnamese society.”86 The vice president, however, 

did not divulge any information about what South Vietnamese government officials 

gained from collaborating with the U.S. government.  

 The budding consumer society of wartime South Vietnam thus provoked diverse 

opinions from the Vietnamese. On an individual level, many South Vietnamese coveted 

the consumer goods and appliances that flooded into their country. Indeed, the popularity 

of the black market exhibited a free market of sorts and indicated that Vietnamese 

happily participated in consumer culture. As a totality, however, the consumer society of 

South Vietnam was unsustainable without indefinite U.S. support. The survival of the 

South Vietnamese economy and state depended upon the continuation of American 

economic aid and the presence of U.S. soldiers. More importantly, however, American 

intervention severely weakened South Vietnam’s ability to become self-sufficient. After 

the United States finally extricated itself from Southeast Asia, it was only a matter of 

time before the South Vietnamese nation collapsed.  
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Conclusion 

 

The consumer culture of South Vietnam continued to shape the attitudes of 

Vietnamese in Vietnam and abroad after the Fall of Saigon on April 30, 1975, which 

ended the decade-long military conflict and united the country of Vietnam. Although 

American troops began withdrawing in 1973 and the U.S. government terminated all 

economic aid to Vietnam by 1975, many of the imported goods from the United States 

and elsewhere around the world remained in the country after the Americans left. In 

addition to the scenery of destruction in the countryside and the millions of Vietnamese 

injured and dead, consumer goods, too, served as reminders of the war and the American 

intervention in Vietnam. Furthermore, the consumer culture that accompanied those 

goods would permeate Vietnam and beyond in the postwar era.  

While the communist takeover created waves of refugees and saw many former 

South Vietnamese officials imprisoned in reeducation camps, national unification also 

introduced northerners to the remnants of the bustling consumerism in the south during 

the war. As Vietnamese from the north arrived in Saigon, some pilfered the cars, stereos, 

and other luxury goods that belonged to residents. As Elliott observed in her memoir, 

after 1976, northerners discovered a new world of consumer goods:  

Surrounded by the riches of the south, the newcomers from the north quickly gave 
in to temptation. Saigon residents became scornful when soldiers who had 
impressed them with their integrity right after the takeover began to loot 
abandoned private homes and businesses, taking anything of value with them 
when they headed back north. Then, as more and more cadres arrived in Saigon to 
staff the new government, they, too became acquisitive. The north, with its bare 
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shelves and severe shortages, had little to offer in the way of goods. But the south 
was still brimming with the consumer products that had been imported over the 
decades with generous American aid, items that northerners did not even know 
existed and had not even dreamed of, and now coveted.87 

 
Thus, the hectic consumerism of South Vietnam during the war persisted into the newly 

established Provisional Revolutionary Government in southern Vietnam with a new set of 

consumers. Like the culture shock that Vietnamese in the south first experienced when 

consumer goods penetrated their society, Vietnamese from the north felt a similar kind of 

bewilderment. Elliott contrasted northern integrity with southern consumerism, 

suggesting that northerners asserted an ideological “integrity” because of their frugal 

lifestyles. However, they, too, would succumb to the temptation of material goods. 

Northern officials traveled south and not only closed and seized capitalist enterprises of 

all kinds, but also made off with southerners’ consumer and luxury items.  

 As leftover consumer goods helped spread material desires to northerners who 

had not previously encountered American-style consumption, many residents of the 

former South Vietnam immigrated to the United States with deeply ingrained notions of 

the superiority of consumer capitalism. Indeed, Vietnamese arrived to the United States 

having already experienced, to some degree, American culture, and U.S. consumer 

culture specifically. As historian Nhi Lieu argues, Vietnamese immigrants and refugees 

in America often associate assimilation with conspicuous consumption.88 Moreover, she 

notes that when Vietnamese familiarized themselves with American goods during the 
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war, “first-world luxury became synonymous with capitalist freedom.”89 As a result, the 

fiercely anti-communist Vietnamese diaspora in America commonly viewed 

accumulating wealth and goods as a means to achieving successful and financially secure 

lives. Lieu also posits that much like other immigrants to the United States, Vietnamese 

refugees and immigrants participated in different forms of consumption to become more 

Americanized.90 

Like most Americans, Vietnamese immigrants in the United States have 

continued to define themselves by the accrual of wealth and goods. As Elliott explains in 

her memoir, “In the United States, every refugee started with a clean slate, ex-general and 

ex-clerk alike, as their social positions back in Vietnam no longer meant anything in the 

new country.” She asserted that immigrants and refugees increasingly identified 

themselves by the car they drove and the house they lived in. Whenever she and her 

husband drove to Little Saigon in Garden Grove, California, Elliott divulged, “our 

Maverick looked like a wreck next to the Mercedes, BMW, Audi, and Honda cars in the 

parking lots of the mini-malls filled with Vietnamese shops.”91 

*** 

Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge’s livid response to the luxury goods displayed 

prominently at PX Alley symbolized the dilemma that American officials faced in South 

Vietnam. The PX program and the CIP, intended to serve American goals in South 

Vietnam, in fact, helped create a consumer culture that undermined America’s larger 
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nation-building objectives. Unlike the “Kitchen Debate” in which Vice President Nixon 

brandished American consumer goods and kitchen appliances to demonstrate the 

superiority of capitalism, the Johnson administration, through USAID, did not intend to 

establish a large-scale consumer society in Vietnam as a means to fight the Cold War. 

Because of its professed goal to help South Vietnam become an independent, sovereign, 

and anti-communist nation, the United States did not plan to introduce an import-

dependent consumer society in South Vietnam. Furthermore, U.S. leaders did not wish 

for the South Vietnamese to develop a consumer culture that discouraged the 

establishment of an industrial economy. However, the prevalent consumerism that 

dominated American life could not be expunged from the U.S. military experience 

overseas and soldiers’ interactions with local Vietnamese.  

From cases of beer and cartons of cigarettes to jewelry and transistor radios, the 

excessive affluence of American GIs appeared noticeably to Vietnamese who lived near 

U.S. soldiers and PXs. The gradual introduction of half a million American troops who 

lived lavishly in Vietnam created a desire amongst Vietnamese to consume like 

Americans did. Those material wishes became realities when American soldiers took 

interest in making some money on the side with their excess PX supplies and Vietnamese 

black marketeers sought to earn cash by selling illegal but high-demand goods. Black 

markets infiltrated the lives of almost all South Vietnamese who engaged in any kind of 

transactions involving goods and services. They became a space where American nation-

building plans struggled against the emerging consumer culture in South Vietnam that the 

United States had a large role in shaping.  
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 American consumer culture thus shaped the development of a consumer society 

in South Vietnam. The architects of U.S. nation-building policies downplayed the 

extravagance of American consumer society to argue for a commodity import program 

that would help produce an independent industrial economy for South Vietnam. Yet, also 

due to its commitment to preserving South Vietnamese autonomy, the United States 

restricted its oversight and control of the CIP. The immense wealth that flowed into 

Vietnam through the CIP instead created a culture of material longing that prioritized 

immediate gratification of consumer and luxury goods over the difficult long-term 

process of industrialization.   

Most importantly, the social turmoil and instability American intervention 

wrought on Vietnamese society was a crucial factor in the failure of American nation-

building plans. As historian William Allison argues, “In a ‘bonanza atmosphere,’ crime, 

corruption, and greed undermined the American effort to stabilize the South Vietnamese 

government and economy against the North Vietnamese-supported communist 

insurgency.”92 While congressional leaders like Representative Riegle asserted that the 

United States, through CIP, paid “a price for political stability” in South Vietnam,93 the 

CIP, in addition to the PX program, in fact, fostered political and social instability. The 

mere presence of affluent American soldiers and the sudden inundation of goods turned 

Vietnamese society upside down. As Vietnamese desired to make more money in order to 

purchase consumer and luxury items, they gave up traditionally respected occupations 
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and jobs that served their own compatriots to work for wealthy American soldiers as taxi 

drivers and bar girls. Meanwhile, Vietnamese production halted due to the billions worth 

of imported consumer goods. The exportation of American-style consumerism to 

Vietnam thus engendered its own set of consequences distinct from the outcomes of 

official nation-building policy. In trying to prevent South Vietnam from falling into 

communist hands, the United States ended up creating social, cultural, and political 

disruptions in the country that would doom their own objectives.  
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